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490 J. Janno and L. v. Wolfersdorfthe solution of the diret problem is onstruted by the lassial Fourier method as inour papers [10 - 11℄ and [13 - 14℄, respetively. Under suitable assumptions on the datawe prove existene and uniqueness of the memory kernel and also estimate the kernelby an exponential funtion. The method should be appliable further to the ases ofgeneral linear heat ow [12℄, of weakly singular kernels in visoelastiity [14℄, of thermal-and poro-visoelastiity [15℄ and of visoelastiity with dominating Newtonian visosity[16℄.1. Statement of problems in heat ondutionIn the linear theory of heat ow in a rigid isotropi body onsisting of material withthermal memory the generalized heat equation�ut � div(�ru) + tZ0 m(t� �) div(�ru(x; �)) d� = f (1)holds in the ylinder 
 = D � ft > 0g, where D is a bounded domain in RN withpieewise smooth boundary S (f. [10, 11℄ or [21℄). Here u is the temperature of thebody whih we suppose as zero for t < 0 and ru denotes the gradient of u with respetto x 2 D. Further, m is the memory kernel of heat ux and f the heat supply. Theheat ondution oeÆient � and � = �, where  is the spei� alori oeÆient and� the mass density, are given positive ontinuous funtions on D.An analogous paraboli integro-di�erential equation as (1) ours in the theory ofow in porous media where u now denotes the pressure, � = �� with permeability �and mass density � again, � is the reiproal of Biot's modulus with the orrespondingmemory kernel m and f is the mass soure density (f. [15℄, for instane). Besidesequation (1) the funtion u satis�es the initial and boundary onditionsu(x; 0) = '(x) on D (2)u(x; t) = 0 or ��u�n + �u = 0 on � = S � ft > 0g (3)with given ontinuous funtions ' on D and � � 0 on S, where n is the outer normalto S.In the inverse problem we have to �nd the kernel m suh that the orrespondingfuntion u satis�es equations (1) - (3) and an additional ondition of the form	[u℄(t) = h(t) (t > 0) (4)or 	[u℄(t)� tZ0 m(t� �)	[u℄(�) d� = h(t) (t > 0) (5)where 	 is a suitable linear observation funtional on u(�; t), for instane 	[u℄(t) =u(x0; t) (x0 2 D) in the ase of (4) and 	[u℄(t) = �u�n (x0; t) (x0 2 S) in the ase of



Inverse Problems for Memory Kernels 491(5) orresponding to a measurement of the temperature and the ux in some point x0,respetively. The given ontinuous and di�erentiable funtion h represents the outputof the observation.The solution u of the diret problem (1) - (3) is taken in form of the Fourier seriesu(x; t) = 1Xk=1 ak(t)vk(x) (6)where vk are the eigenfuntions of the problemdiv(�rv) + ��v = 0 in D (7)with (3) and the positive (non-negative) eigenvalues �k. In view of (1) and (2) theoeÆient funtions ak in (6) satisfy the initial value problem_ak(t) + �kak(t)� �k tZ0 m(t� �)ak(�) d� = rk(t)ak(0) = 'k 9>>=>>; (8)where '(x) = 1Xk=1'kvk(x) and r(x; t) � f� = 1Xk=1 rk(t)vk(x): (9)By representation (6) for u the additional onditions (4) and (5) take the form1Xk=1 kak(t) = h(t) (t > 0) (10)and 1Xk=1 k 24ak(t)� tZ0 m(t� �)ak(�) d�35 = h(t) (t > 0); (11)respetively, where k = 	(vk) are the "observation oeÆients".We assume the existene of the in L2(0) omplete orthogonal system of eigenfun-tions fvkg of (7) with (3). There are suÆient onditions on the data '; r for theonvergene of the Fourier series (9) and the existene of a generalized solution u to theinitial-boundary value problem (1) - (3). For instane, for a ontinuous memory kernelm the onditions ' 2 L2(D); r 2 L2(
T );
T = D � (0; T ) are suÆient for the onver-gene of (9) and the existene of a solution u 2 H1;0(
T ) with arbitrary T > 0. Butwe prefer here to make no onrete assumptions on the data '; r beside the existene ofthe Fourier oeÆients 'k; rk(t) and working with the formal solution (6) of the diretproblem (1) - (3). Conentrating on the inverse problems for their solvability indeed theonvergene onditions (33), (34) in Theorem 1 below are natural assumptions whihare oupled onditions on the data '; r of the diret problem and on the observation



492 J. Janno and L. v. Wolfersdorffuntional 	 in the additional onditions for the inverse problems. These onditions anbe ful�lled by di�erent pairs of onditions for '; r on one side and for 	 on the otherside yielding a related generalized solution of the diret problem.We now apply the Laplae transformLt!p(!) = 1Z0 e�pt!(t) dtto equations (8) and (10) - (11). Equation (8) is transformed topAk(p)� 'k + �kAk(p)� �kM(p)Ak(p) = Rk(p) (12)where Ak = Lt!p(ak)M(p) = Lt!p(m)Rk = Lt!p(rk):9>=>;From (12) the relations for AkAk(p) = �kp+ �kM(p)Ak(p) + 'k +Rk(p)p+ �k (13)and Ak(p) = 11� �kp+�kM(p) � 'k + Rk(p)p+ �k (14)follow. Equations (10) and (11) go over into1Xk=1 kAk(p) = H(p) (15)and 1Xk=1 kAk(p)�M(p) 1Xk=1kAk(p) = H(p) (16)where H = Lt!p(h).In the �rst inverse problem with ondition (4), from (15) observing (13), we obtainthe equation for M(p)M(p) 1Xk=1k �kp+ �kAk(p) = H(p)� 1Xk=1 k'k +Rk(p)p+ �k : (17)Multiplying this equation by p2 and introduingd1 := 1Xk=1 k�k'k 6= 0 (by assumption); (18)



Inverse Problems for Memory Kernels 493we get for M(p) the �xed point equationM(p) = � 1d1M(p) 1Xk=1k�kBk(p) +G1(p) (19)where Bk(p) = Bk[M ℄(p) = p2p+ �kAk(p)� 'k (20)with Ak = Ak[M ℄ given by (14) andG1(p) = p2d1  H(p)� 1Xk=1 k'k + Rk(p)p+ �k ! : (21)By (20) and (14) the expliit expression for BkBk(p) = 11� �kp+�kM(p) � �kp+ �k'kM(p) + �k(p)� (22)follows where �k(p) = p2(p+ �k)2Rk(p)� 2�kp+ �2k(p+ �k)2 'k: (23)In the seond inverse problem with ondition (5), from (16) and (13) the equationfor M(p) writesM(p) 1Xk=1k � �kp+ �k � 1�Ak(p) = H(p)� 1Xk=1 k'k +Rk(p)p+ �k : (24)Multiplying this equation by p and introduingd0 := � 1Xk=1 k'k 6= 0 (by assumption); (25)the �xed point equation for M(p)M(p) = � 1d0M(p) 1Xk=1 kBk(p) +G0(p) (26)follows where Bk = Bk[M ℄ are given by (22) andG0(p) = pd0  H(p)� 1Xk=1 k'k + Rk(p)p+ �k ! : (27)



494 J. Janno and L. v. Wolfersdorf2. Existene theorem in heat ondutionThe �xed point equations (19) and (26) for M(p) in both inverse problems have theform M(p) = � 1d�M(p) 1Xk=1 k��kBk[M ℄(p) +G�(p) (28)where � = 1 in the �rst inverse problem and � = 0 in the seond one. The funtionsBk are given by (22) with (23), the onstants d� and funtions G� are de�ned by (18),(25) and (21), (27), respetively.We are looking for analyti solutions M(p) of equation (28) in a half-plane Re p >� (� > 0). For this end we introdue the normkfk;� := supRe p>�[jpjjf(p)j℄ ( � 0; � > 0) (29)and the Banah spae of omplex-valued funtions in Re p > � (� > 0)A;� = nf : f(p) holomorphi on Re p > � with kfk;� <1o ( � 0):We note that A;� � A;�0 with k � k;�0 � k � k;� for �0 > �.Let now � and � be two real numbers suh that0 < � � 1 and 1 < � � 1 + �: (30)Further, let w = w(t) (t > 0) be a real-valued funtion with Laplae transform W (p) =Lt!pw satisfying the onditionW 2 A�;�0 with some �0 > 0: (31)For instane, w ould have power-type singularities at t = 0 as in the examplew(t) = nXi=1 it��ie�sit; W (p) = nXi=1 i �(1� �i)(p+ si)1��iwith real onstants i; si � 0 and 0 � �i � 1 � �. Finally, we introdue the spae forthe solutions M(p)MW;� = nM : M(p) =W (p) +N(p) where N 2 A�;�o (� � �0):Then the following existene theorem holds.



Inverse Problems for Memory Kernels 495Theorem 1. Let beside (30) and (31) the following assumptions be ful�lled for� 2 f0; 1g: d� = (�1)1+� 1Xk=1 k��k'k 6= 0 (32)1Xk=1 jkj�1+�k j'kj <1 (33)�k 2 A1;�0 ; 1Xk=1 jkj��kk�kk1;�0 <1 (34)for �k de�nd by (23) and �0 > 0 from (31) andG� =W +K� 2 MW;�0 : (35)Then there exists �1 � �0 suh that equation (28) has a unique solution M =W +N 2MW;�1.Proof. At �rst we state some auxiliary inequalities for p from Re p > � > 0. Wehave the obvious inequalitiesjp+ �kj � jpj > � if Re p > � > 0 (36)���� �kp+ �k ���� < �k� + �k < 1 if Re p > � > 0 (37)and from (36) it follows that���� 1p+ �k ���� jpj1�� � 1jpj� < 1�� if Re p > � > 0: (38)Now, denoting N = M �W and observing K� = G� � W from (35), equation (28)redues to the equation for N N = AN (39)where (AN)(p) = � 1d� �N(p) +W (p)� 1Xk=1 k��kBk[N +W ℄(p) +K�(p): (40)The theorem holds if we prove that equation (39) has a unique solution N 2 AW;�1 forsome �1 � �0.In the sequel we show that the operator A is a ontration in the ballsD�;�(�) = �N 2 A�;� : kNk�;� � �	for suitably hosen � � �0 and � > 0. For N 2 D�;�(�) we estimate the Bk from (22).Observing inequalities (36) - (38) and the assumption �k 2 A1;�0 , we obtainkBk[N +W ℄k1;� � �kj'kj�kWk�;��� + kNk�;��� �+ k�kk1;�1� kWk�;��� � kNk�;���� �kj'kj�kWk�;��� + ����+ k�kk1;�1� kWk�;��� � ��� (41)



496 J. Janno and L. v. Wolfersdorfif � � �0 and kWk�;��� + ��� < 1. From (41) and assumptions (33) - (35) of the theoremthe estimation of the norm of ANkANk�;� � 1jd� j 11� kWk�;��� � ��� �kWk�;��1+��� + ���� "�kWk�;��� + ���� 1Xk=1 jkj�1+�k j'kj+ 1Xk=1 jkj��kk�kk1;�#+ kK�k�;�follows if � � �0 and kWk�;��� + ��� < 1. For every � > �0 = kK�k�;�0 we an thenhoose �2 = �2(�) � �0 suh thatkANk�;� � � if � � �2(�) and � > �0: (42)Moreover, AN is a holomorphi funtion on Re p > �2(�). This follows from the holo-morphy of N 2 D�;�(�);W 2 A�;�0 ;�k 2 A1;�0 ; K� 2 A�;�0 ; Bk 2 A1;� and from theuniform onvergene of the series in (40) whih an be seen from (41) and assumptions(33) and (34). Therefore by (42) we haveA : D�;�(�)! D�;�(�) if � � �2(�); � > �0: (43)Next we show that the operator A is a ontration in D�;�(�) for � � �3(�) withsome �3(�) � �0. From (22) the di�erene of Bk for N1 and N2 is given byBk[N1 +W ℄�Bk[N2 +W ℄ = �kp+�k ('k + �k)(N1 �N2)�1� �kp+�k (W +N1)� �1� �kp+�k (W +N2)� :In view of (36) - (38) for N1; N2 2 D�;�(�) (� � �0) we obtainBk[N1 +W ℄� Bk[N2 +W ℄1;� � j'kj���1 + k�kk1;���(1� kWk�;��� � ��� )2 kN1 �N2k�;� (44)if again � � �0 and kWk�;��� � ��� < 1.From (41) and (44) for the di�erene of AN1 and AN2 by (40) we derive the esti-mationkAN1 � AN2k�;�� 1jd� j kN1 �N2k�;�� 1Xk=1 jkj��k kBk[N1 +W ℄k1;�+ 1jd� j �kWk�;��1+��� + kN2k�;�� � 1Xk=1 jkj��kBk[N1 +W ℄� Bk[N2 +W ℄1;�� q(�; �)kN1 �N2k�;�



Inverse Problems for Memory Kernels 497whereq(�; �) = 1jd� j 8>>>><>>>>:� kWk�;��� + ���� 1Xk=1jkj�1+�k j'kj+ 1Xk=1jkj��k k�kk1;���1� kWk�;��� � ��� �
+ � kWk�;��1+��� + ��� 1���1 1Xk=1jkj��kj'kj+ 1�� 1Xk=1jkj��k k�kk1;�!�1� kWk�;��� � ��� �2 9>>>>=>>>>; :For every � > 0 there exists �3 = �3(�) � �0 suh thatkWk�;��� + ��� < 1 and q(�; �) < 1 if � � �3(�)and A is a ontration in D�;�(�) for � � �3(�). This together with (43) provesthat equation (39) possesses a unique solution in every ball D�;�(�) for � > �0 and� � �4(�) = maxf�2(�); �3(�)g. Therefore a solution M of equation (28) in the spaeMW;�1 with �1 = min�>�0 �4(�) > 0 exists.Finally, we show the uniqueness of the solution M of equation (28) in the wholespae MW;�1 . Let M1 and M2 be two solutions of equation (28) in MW;�1 and letN1 =M1�W and N2 =M2�W the orresponding solutions of equation (39) in A�;�1 .Let us �x some �1 > maxfkN1k�;�1 ; kN2k�;�1 ; �0g. Then kNik�;�1 � �1 (i = 1; 2).By the monotoniity of the norm k � k�;� with respet to � and �4(�1) � �1 we havekNik�;�4(�1) � kNik�;�1 � �1. Hene Ni 2 D�;�4(�1)(�1) (i = 1; 2). In this balluniqueness of the solution N has already been shown. This proves that N1 = N2 andonsequently M1 =M2. Theorem 1 is ompletely provedRemark 1. If the relationK�(p) = 1d�W (p) 1Xk=1 k��kBk[W ℄(p)between the funtions W (p) and K�(p), respetively G�(p) holds, equation (39) with(40) has the unique solution N = 0, i.e. M = W (p) is the solution to equation (28).Corollary 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 the inverse problems (1) - (4)and (1) - (3), (5) have the unique solutions m of the formm(t) = w(t) + 12�i �+iZ��i etpN(p)dp (� > �1) (45)with N 2 A�;�1.



498 J. Janno and L. v. WolfersdorfSine � > 1 by (30), this follows from a known inversion formula for the Laplaetransform (f. [2: Theorem 21.3℄). From representation (43) we have an estimation form of the form jm(t)� w(t)j � C1et�1 (t > 0)with positive onstants C1 and �1 and the limit (f. [2: Theorem 24.5℄)m(t)� w(t)! 0 for t! +0:By (45) also stability estimates for m ould be derived via stability estimates for Nobtainable in usual way.From the physial point of view the existene of memory kernelsm with the strongerproperty of exponential deay (instead of the proven exponential growth) is important.For this it has to be shown that the solutions M of equations (28) an be analytiallyontinued into a half-plane of the form Re p > �1 with some �1 < 0. But no simplesuÆient onditions on the data are known whih guarantee this and also other basiphysially relevant properties as positiveness and monotonous dereasing of the memorykernel m.Further we disuss assumptions (34) and (35) of Theorem 1. For this end we statetwo lemmata whih an be easily proved using integration by parts and H�older's in-equality.Lemma 1. Let g be an absolutely ontinuous funtion on t � 0 satisfyingg(0) = 0 and e��tg0(t) 2 L(0;1) ( = 12�� ) (46)for some � � 0 and � > 1. Then Lt!p(g) 2 A�;�.Lemma 2. Let g be an absolutely ontinuous funtion on t � 0 satisfyinge��tg0(t) 2 L1(0;1) (47)for some � � 0. Then Lt!p(g) 2 A1;� and we have the estimationkLt!p(g)k1;� � jg(0)j+ 1Z0 e��tjg0(t)j dt: (48)From de�nition (23) of �k and (36) we obtaink�kk1;�0 � kRkk1;�0 + 2�kj'kj: (49)Let now the funtions rk be absolutely ontinuous on t � 0 and satisfyinge��0t _rk(t) 2 L1(0;1): (50)Then by Lemma 2 we have Rk 2 A1;�0 and hene also �k 2 A1;�0 . Further, by (48)and (49)1Xk=1 jkj��kk�kk1;�0 � 1Xk=1 jkj��k0�jrk(0)j+ 1Z0 e��0tj _rk(t)j dt1A+ 2 1Xk=1 jkj�1+�k j'kj<1



Inverse Problems for Memory Kernels 499follows if (33) and the ondition1Xk=1 jkj��k0�jrk(0)j+ 1Z0 e��0tj _rk(t)j dt1A <1 (51)hold. So (34) is satis�ed if beside (33) the assumptions (50) and (51) are ful�lled.Condition (35) means that K� 2 A�;�0 . For � = 0 by (27) this is equivalent to theondition G0(p)�W (p) 2 A�;�0 (52)where G0(p) = 1d0 "Lt!p(h0) + h(0)� 1Xk=1 k'k# (53)withh0(t) = h0(t) + 1Xk=1 k�k'ke��kt � 1Xk=1 krk(t) + 1Xk=1 k�k tZ0 e��k(t��)rk(�) d�: (54)Here we used the known relation L(e��kt) = 1p+�k and the formulas for the Laplaetransform of derivative and onvolution.By (31) with � � 1 and (52) with � > 1 it follows that it must be limRe p!1G0(p) =0 whih by (53) implies the ompatibility ondition (f. [21℄)h(0) = 1Xk=1 k'k: (55)If this is ful�lled, we an apply Lemma 1 to the funtion g(t) = 1d0h0(t)�w(t). Thereforethe absolute ontinuity of g and the further ompatibility ondition1d0h0(t)� w(t)���t=0 = 0 (56)and the onditione��0t� 1d0h0(t)� w(t)�0 2 L(0;1) ( = 12�� ) (57)are suÆient for (52) and hene for (35) in the ase � = 0.Analogously, for � = 1 in (35) we have to insure the onditionG1(p)�W (p) 2 A�;�0 (58)



500 J. Janno and L. v. Wolfersdorfwhere by (21) G1(p) = 1d1 "Lt!p(h1) + p h(0)� 1Xk=1 k'k!+  h0(0) + 1Xk=1 k�k'k � 1Xk=1 krk(0)!# (59)with h1(t) = h00(t)� 1Xk=1 k�2k'ke��kt + 1Xk=1 k�krk(t)� 1Xk=1 k _rk(t)� 1Xk=1 k�2k tZ0 e��k(t��)rk(�)d�: (60)This leads to the ompatibility onditions (f. [21℄ again)h(0) = 1Xk=1 k'kh0(0) + 1Xk=1 k�k'k = 1Xk=1 krk(0):
9>>>>=>>>>; (61)

If in addition the funtion ĝ(t) = 1d1h1(t)�w(t) is absolutely ontinuous and the furtherompatibility ondition 1d1h1(t)� w(t)���t=0 = 0 (62)and the summability onditione��0t� 1d1h1(t)� w(t)�0 2 L(0;1) ( = 12�� ) (63)are satis�ed, relation (58) follows. This means that assumptions (61) - (63) are suÆientfor (35) in the ase � = 1.We summarize these results inTheorem 2. Let beside (30) and (31) assumptions (32), (33) and (50), (51) for� = 0; 1 as well as onditions (55) - (57) with (54) in the ase � = 0 and (61) - (63) with(60) in the ase � = 1 be satis�ed. Then the inverse problems (1) - (4) for � = 1 and(1) - (3), (5) for � = 0 have the unique solutions m of the form (45) where N 2 A�;�1with some �1 � �0.



Inverse Problems for Memory Kernels 5013. Statement of problems in visoelastiityWe deal with the linear hyperboli integro-di�erential equation�utt � div (�ru) + tZ0 m(t� �) div(�ru(x; �)) d� = f (64)in the ylinder 
 = D � ft > 0g, where again D is a bounded domain in RN withpieewise smooth boundary S and �; � are given positive ontinuous funtions on D, fis a given ontinuous funtion on 
 (f. [13℄ or [21℄).In the ase N = 1 equation (64) appears for inelasti wave propagation in a materialgoverned by the Boltzmann stress-strain relation�(x; t) = �(x)0�"(x; t)� tZ0 m(t� �)"(x; �) d�1Abetween the strain " and the stress �, where " = �u�x with the displaement u whih issupposed as zero if t < 0. Then � denotes the mass density and f the fore density.Besides equation (64) the funtion u satis�es the initial and boundary onditionsu(x; 0) = '(x); ut(x; 0) =  (x) on D (65)u(x; t) = 0 or ��u�n + �u = 0 on � = S � ft > 0g (66)with given ontinuous funtions ';  on D and � � 0 on S, where n again denotes theouter normal to S.In the inverse problem we have to �nd the kernel m suh that the orrespondingfuntion u satis�es equations (64) - (66) and an additional ondition of the form (4) or(5). In partiular, (4) now ontains the ase of displaement observation and (5) thease of the observation of the tration.The solution u of the diret problem (64) - (66) is again taken in the form of theFourier series (6) with � replaed by � in equation (7) for the eigenfuntions. In viewof (64) and (65) the oeÆient funtions ak in (6) now satisfy the initial value problem�ak(t) + �kak(t)� �k tZ0 m(t� �)ak(�) d� = rk(t)ak(0) = 'k; _ak(0) =  k 9>>=>>; (67)where '(x) = 1Xk=1'kvk(x) (x) = 1Xk=1 kvk(x)r(x; t) � f� = 1Xk=1 rk(t)vk(x):
9>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>;



502 J. Janno and L. v. WolfersdorfThe additional onditions (4) and (5) again take the form (10) and (11), respetively.As above in the heat ondution problem at this moment we suppose only theexistene of the Fourier oeÆients 'k;  k and rk(t) shifting speifying onditions onthem to assumptions (81), (82) for the inverse problems in Theorem 3. For an absolutelyontinuous kernel m the onditions ' 2 �H1(D) or ' 2 H1(D), for the �rst or thirdboundary ondition respetively,  2 L2(D) and r 2 L2(
T ) are suÆient for theexistene of a solution u 2 H1(
T ) of the diret problem (64) - (66) for any T > 0.Applying the Laplae transform to (67), we obtain the equationp2Ak(p)� p'k �  k + �kAk(p)� �kM(p)Ak(p) = Rk(p) (68)where Ak;M and Rk are the Laplae transforms of ak;m and rk, respetively. From(68) the relations for AkAk(p) = �kp2 + �kM(p)Ak(p) + p'k +  k +Rk(p)p2 + �k (69)and Ak(p) = 11� �kp2+�kM(p) � p'k +  k +Rk(p)p2 + �k (70)follow. Equations (10) and (11) for the additional onditions (4) and (5) in the inverseproblems are transformed to the equations (15) and (16) again.In the �rst inverse problem with ondition (4), from (15) observing (69) we obtainthe equation for M(p)M(p) 1Xk=1k �kp2 + �kAk(p) = H(p)� 1Xk=1 k p'k +  k + Rk(p)p2 + �k :Multiplying this equation by p3 and introduing d1 by (18) again, we get the equationfor M(p) M(p) = � 1d1M(p) 1Xk=1k�kBk(p) +G1(p) (71)where Bk(p) = Bk[M ℄(p) = p3p2 + �kAk(p)� 'k (72)with Ak = Ak[M ℄ given by (70) andG1(p) = p3d1  H(p)� 1Xk=1 k p'k +  k + Rk(p)p2 + �k ! : (73)By (72) and (70) the expliit expression for BkBk(p) = 11� �kp2+�kM(p) � �kp2 + �k'kM(p) + �k(p)� (74)



Inverse Problems for Memory Kernels 503follows where �k(p) = p3(p2 + �k)2 � k + Rk(p)�� 2�kp2 + �2k(p2 + �k)2 'k: (75)In the seond inverse problem with ondition (5), from (16) and (69) the equationfor M(p) writesM(p) 1Xk=1k � �kp2 + �k � 1�Ak(p) = H(p)� 1Xk=1 k p'k +  k + Rk(p)p2 + �k : (76)Multiplying this equation by p and introduing d0 by (25) again, the equation for M(p)M(p) = � 1d0M(p) 1Xk=1 kBk(p) +G0(p) (77)follows where Bk = Bk[M ℄ are given by (74) andG0(p) = pd0  H(p)� 1Xk=1 k p'k +  k + Rk(p)p2 + �k ! : (78)
4. Existene theorem in visoelastiityEquations (71) and (77) for M(p) have the �xed point formM(p) = � 1d�M(p) 1Xk=1 k��kBk[M ℄(p) +G�(p) (79)where again � = 1 in the �rst inverse problem and � = 0 in the seond one. Thefuntions Bk are given by (74) with (75), the onstants d� and funtions G� are de�nedby (18), (25) and (73), (78), respetively.Let � be a real number with 1 < � � 2. We introdue the solution spaeN;� = nM : M(p) = p +N(p) where N 2 A�;�o (� > 0)for given real onstant , where the spae A�;� is de�ned as above in the ase of heatondution. The hoie of N;� means that in the visoelasti ase we deal with smoothmemory kernels only, for reasons of simpliity.Then the following existene theorem holds.



504 J. Janno and L. v. WolfersdorfTheorem 3. Let be 1 < � � 2 and let the following assumptions be ful�lled for� 2 f0; 1g : d� = (�1)1+� 1Xk=1 k��k'k 6= 0 (80)1Xk=1 jkj�1+�k j'kj <1 (81)�k 2 A1;�0 ; 1Xk=1 jkj��kk�kk1;�0 <1 (82)for �k de�ned by (75) and some �0 > 0, andG� = p +K� 2 N;�0 : (83)Then there exists �1 � �0 suh that equation (79) has a unique solution M = p +N 2N;�1.Proof. At �rst we prove two further auxiliary inequalities for p from Re p > � > 0.We have jp2 + �kj2 = (Re2p� Im2p+ �k)2 + 4(Re p Imp)2= Re2p(Re2p+ 2Im2p+ 2�k) + (Im2p� �k)2� Re2p(jpj2 + 2�k)implying the inequalityjp2 + �kj > �pjpj2 + 2�k > maxf�p2�k; �2g (84)for Re p > � > 0. Further, by the �rst inequality of (84), jp2 + �kj > �jpj holds. Henewe obtain ����1p �kp2 + �k ���� = ����1p � pp2 + �k ���� � 1jpj + jpjjp2 + �kj < 1jpj + jpj�jpj < 2� ;i.e. ����1p �kp2 + �k ���� < 2� if Re p > � > 0: (85)Now, denoting N = M � p and observing (83), equation (79) redues to the equationfor N N = AN (86)where (AN)(p) = � 1d� �N(p) + p� 1Xk=1 k��kBkhN + pi(p) +K�(p): (87)As in the proof of Theorem 1 we will show that the operator A is a ontration in theballs D�;�(�) for suitably hosen parameter � � �0 and radius � > 0.



Inverse Problems for Memory Kernels 505For N 2 D�;�(�) we estimate the Bk from (74). Due to the assumption �k 2 A1;�0and inequality (84) we haveBkhN + pi1;� � �kj'kj� jj�2 + kNk�;��1+� �+ k�kk1;�1� 2� jj� + kNk�;��� �� �kj'kj� jj�2 + ��1+��+ k�kk1;�1� 2� jj� + ���� (88)
if � � �0 and jj� + ��� < 12 . From (88) and assumptions (81) - (83) of the theorem theestimation of the norm of ANkANk�;� � 1jd� j 11� 2� jj� + ��� � � jj�2�� + ���� "� jj�2 + ��1+�� 1Xk=1 jkj�1+�k j'kj+ 1Xk=1 jkj��k k�kk1;�#+ kK�k�;�follows if � � �0 and jj� + ��� < 12 . For every � > �0 = kK�k�;�0 , we an then hoose�2 = �2(�) � �0 suh thatkANk�;� � � if � � �2(�) and � > �0: (89)Furthermore, as in the proof of Theorem 1 we an show that AN is a holomorphifuntion on Re p > �2(�). Therefore, by (89) we again haveA : D�;�(�)! D�;�(�) if � � �2(�) and � > �0: (90)For proving that A is a ontration in D�;�(�) for � � �3(�) with some �3(�) � �0,we estimate the di�erene of Bk for N1 and N2 by (74) and using the inequalities (84)and (85). This givesBkhN1 + pi�BkhN2 + pi1;� � �kj'kj�1+� + 2k�kk1;���h1� 2� jj� + ��� �i2 kN1 �N2k�;� (91)if again � � �0 and jj� + ��� < 12 . From (88) and (91) for the di�erene of AN1 andAN2 in D�;�(�) by (87) we have the estimationkAN1 � AN2k�;� � q(�; �)kN1 �N2k�;�whereq(�; �) = 1jd� j 8<:� jj�2 + ��1+��P1k=1jkj�1+�k j'kj+P1k=1jkj��kk�kk1;�� h1� 2� jj� + ��� �i+ � jj�2�� + ��� 1�1+� 1Xk=1jkj�1+�k j'kj+ 2�� 1Xk=1jkj��kk�kk1;�!h1� 2� jj� + ��� �i2 9>>>>=>>>>; :



506 J. Janno and L. v. WolfersdorfFor every � > 0 there exists �3 = �3(�) � �0 suh thatjj� + ��� < 12 and q(�; �) < 1 if � � �3(�)and A is a ontration in D�;�(�) for � � �3(�). This together with (90) impliesthat equation (86) possesses a unique solution in every ball D�;�(�) for � > �0 and� � �4(�) = maxf�2(�); �3(�)g. Therefore a solution M of equation (79) in the spaeN;�1 with �1 = min�>�0 �4(�) > 0 exists for whih uniqueness an be shown as in theproof of Theorem 1. So Theorem 3 is ompletely provedCorollary 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2 the inverse problems (64) -(66), (4) and (64) - (66), (5) have the unique solution m of the formm(t) = + 12�i �+i1Z��i1 etpN(p) dp (� > �1) (92)with N 2 A�;�1.From (92) the relation m(0) =  and the estimation jm(t)j � C1 et�1 (t > 0) followwith positive onstants C1 and �1. By (92) also stability estimates for m ould bederived via deriving stability estimates for N .As in the heat ondution ase above no simple suÆient onditions on the data areknown whih guarantee positiveness and monotonous exponentially dereasing of m.Further, we disuss assumptions (82) and (83) of Theorem 3. For estimating thefuntion �k de�ned in (75) we at �rst show that���� p3(p2 + �k)2 ���� � C2(1 +p�k) for Re p > �0 (93)with some positive onstants �0 and C2 = C2(�0). Using inequalies (84) and (85), and2jpjp�k � jpj2 + �k, we have���� p3(p2 + �k)2 ���� = ����1p � 2p�k(p2 + �k)2 � �2kp(p2 + �k)2 ����� 1jpj + (jpj2 + �k)p�k�20(jpj2 + 2�k) + �k�0pjpj2 + 2�k ���� �kp(p2 + �k) ����� 1jpj + p�k�20 + �k�0p2�k � 2�0� 1�0 + p�k�20 (1 +p2)



Inverse Problems for Memory Kernels 507from whih (93) follows. By (93) and again (84) and (85) now we obtainjpj j�k(p)j = ���� p3(p2 + �k)2 pRk(p) + �1� 2p2�k + �2k(p2 + �k)2 � k � 2�kp3 + �2kp(p2 + �k)2 'k����� C2(1 +p�k)jpj jRk(p)j+ �1 + 2�20 �k�j kj+ �k �2C2(1 +p�k) + 1�20 12p�k� j'kj� C3 h(1 +p�k)jpj jRk(p)j+ (1 + �k)j kj+ � 32k j'kji :Consequently, we have the estimationk�kk1;�0 � C3[1 +p�k)kRkk1;�0 + (1 + �k)j kj+ � 32k j'kj℄ (94)with some positive onstant C3.Let now the funtions rk be absolutely ontinuous on t � 0 and satisfying (50).Then by Lemma 2 again we have Rk 2 A1;�0 and hene also �k 2 A1;�0 . Further, by(48) and (94), P1k=1 jkj��kk�kk1;�0 <1 follows if (81) and the onditions1Xk=1 jkj� 12+�k 0�jrk(0)j+ 1Z0 e��0tj _rk(t)jdt1A <11Xk=1 jkj� 32+�k j'kj <11Xk=1 jkj�1+�k j kj <1
9>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>; (95)

hold. So (82) (and (81)) are satis�ed if assumptions (50) and (95) are ful�lled.Finally, as in the ase of heat ondution we an show that (83) is satis�ed if someompatibility onditions and a summability ondition are ful�lled. In the ase � = 0 weintrodue the funtionh2(t) = h0(t) + 1Xk=1 k� 12k 'k sinp�kt� 1Xk=1 k k osp�kt� 1Xk=1 k tZ0 rk(�) osp�k(t� �)d�: (96)
Then in the ase � = 0 the formula for  = 1d0  h0(0)� 1Xk=1 k k! ; (97)



508 J. Janno and L. v. Wolfersdorfthe ompatibility ondition (f. [21℄)h(0) = 1Xk=1 k'k (98)and the summability onditione��oth02(t) 2 L(0;1) ( = 12�� ) (99)are suÆient for (83).In the ase � = 1 we de�ne the funtionh3(t) = h000(t)� 1Xk=1 k� 32k 'k sinp�kt+ 1Xk=1 k�k k osp�kt+ 1Xk=1 k�k tZ0 rk(�) osp�k(t� �) d� � 1Xk=1 k _rk(t): (100)Then in the ase � = 1 the formula for  = 1d1  h000(0) + 1Xk=1 k�k k � 1Xk=1 k _rk(0)! ; (101)the ompatibility onditions (f. [21℄ again)h(0) = 1Xk=1 k'kh0(0) = 1Xk=1 k kh00(0) = 1Xk=1 k[rk(0)� �k'k℄
9>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>; (102)

and the summability onditione��0th03(t) 2 L(0;1) ( = 12��) (103)are suÆient for (83).Summing up we obtainTheorem 4. Let be 1 < � � 2 and beside (80) the assumptions (50) and (95) for� = 0; 1 as well as the onditions (98) and (99) with (96) in the ase � = 0 and theonditions (102) and (103) with (100) in the ase � = 1 be satis�ed. Then the inverseproblems (64) - (66), (4) for � = 1 and (64) - (66), (5) for � = 0 have the unique solutionm of the form (92), where N 2 A�;�1 with some �1 � �0 and the onstant  = m(0) isgiven by (101) in the ase � = 1 and (97) in the ase � = 0.Aknowledgement. The authors thank the referee for several hints improving thereadability of the paper.
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